
SafeBag MI5
Economical night safe system with emphasis on security 

Gunnebo is introducing the MI5 - a new member to its 

family of night safes. A modern, economical night safe 

system for depositing cash and other valuables 24 hours 

a day. 

The SafeBag MI5 has been developed to provide 

maximum security at a reasonable price. The SafeBag 

MI5 has been tested and holds certification to European 

standard EN 1143-2 Grade N-IV. 

The sensor system counts the deposits and records 

any attempts at “fishing” or manipulation. The integral 

alarm is triggered if there are any attempts to access the 

contents or manipulate the safe. Two control lights on 

the front indicate the status of the deposit process. When 

a code is input and a deposit is made in the deposit 

drawer, a green light comes on to confirm that the process 

has been completed correctly.

The technical design of this night safe has been developed 

for installation and for replacement of units where space 

is at a premium. Gunnebo’s type MI5 night safe deposit 

drawer is designed to replace most older types of night safe 

deposit drawer, and it can be supplied with a front to fit 

existing wall/glass installations.

The electronic control can be programmed for up to 1000 

users, each with their own individual 4-6 digit code. The 

system logs the last 6000 events, and this log can also be 

printed out if necessary. 

MI5 - Security and simplicity in one custom solution.



www.gunnebo.dk

Security  

 Tested and certified by SBSC to European standard EN 1143-2 Grade  

 N-IV.

  1000 preprogrammed individual user codes, 4-6 digit PINs

 Logs the last 6000 events (deposits, codes, dates, etc.) 

 The sensor system counts the number of deposits, records when   

 the safe has been opened and prevents unauthorised access (“fishing 

 and manipulation attempts”) by switching to alarm state 

Deposits / capacity  

 

 Capacity: approximately 250 deposit wallets 

 Max. deposit size: H: 62 mm B: 160 mm D: 270 mm

 2 lights indicate deposit status 

Integration & Service  

 Flexible solution permits the night safe to be integrated into existing  

 night safe cabinets and wall/glass installations 

 The modular design and structure of the safe permit servicing
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